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This manuscript is, as far as I can tell, identical to the version submitted for access
review. Therefore, this review is an updated and extended version of my access review.
In this manuscript, OCO-2 and ACOS-GOSAT CO2 products are validated with independent datasets. The focus of the manuscript is on OCO-2 XCO2 data. Error characterization of the satellite products includes random and systematic errors, correlation
scales, and the errors of averaged products for OCO-2. The authors provide a rough
estimate for the impact of OCO-2 XCO2 biases on fluxes on the scale of Transcom3 regions. In addition to the results on XCO2, an OCO-2 LMT product is developed
following the methodology of Kulawik et al., 2017, and uncertainties of both ACOSGOSAT and OCO-2 LMT products are assessed.
The manuscript is clearly within the scope of AMT since it presents advances in greenC1

house gas remote sensing products. The authors mostly rely on methods and validation data sets that were employed/developed/presented in previous peer-reviewed
publications. Thus, the manuscript has the potential to make a relevant contribution to
satellite-retrieved atmospheric CO2. However, the validated OCO-2 XCO2 dataset is
not up to date, and I have some concerns about some of the analyses and take-home
messages. In addition, parts of the manuscript are not structured well and some of
the methods are not explained clearly or in enough detail, which makes the manuscript
hard to follow. Overall, I support publication of this work in AMT, but I have many
comments and questions that need to be addressed.
GENERAL COMMENTS
SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE (GENERAL) Both ACOS-GOSAT and OCO-2 XCO2
products are continuously in development. Naturally, validation papers have been published before, but for the data versions presented here not to the extent done here.
The parts on ACOS-GOSAT are in parts updates of previous work with a newer retrieval version (7.3 vs 3.5 in Kulawik et al. 2016, 2017). The OCO-2 evaluations are
complementary and/or updates to previous work on previous versions of OCO-2 data
(v8, while v7 was analyzed in Worden et al. 2017, Wunch et al. 2017) and on this data
version (O’Dell et al., 2018).
Assessments like the one presented here are valuable for the CO2 inverse modeling
community, in order to adequately account for observation errors in retrieving CO2
fluxes and their uncertainties. In this context, the characterization of error correlations
is particularly commendable, since the inverse modeling community needs to improve
in accounting for them. Characterization of errors of averaged products is likewise
useful, because, as the authors state, this is what will be used by modelers.
However, the evaluated OCO-2 retrieval version is outdated. In my opinion, this impedes the usefulness of the manuscript, since data users will in most cases use the
latest version. This issue is addressed in more detail in the major comments below.
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To highlight the considerations concerning the OCO-2 data version, I rate the scientific
significance of the manuscript "Fair".
SCIENTIFIC QUALITY Validation of CO2 remote sensing data by comparison to independent data is a well-established concept, and many of the methods the authors use
are sound and explained sufficiently well. No dataset comes without biases, though,
so differences between datasets will partly be due to the validation dataset and also
validation method. The authors try to account for this by subtracting a validation error
from the differences between validation and validated datasets, to isolate the contribution of the validated data. In several cases, this subtraction appears overly optimistic
for OCO-2 / ACOS-GOSAT to me, i.e. some validation error components might be upper bounds or overestimated, which means that OCO-2 / ACOS-GOSAT errors could
be underestimated. Since the validation-error corrected uncertainties are presented in
the abstract and conclusions, they are the take-home message of the paper. Therefore, care must be taken that they are not underestimated, or at least it must be stated
clearly that upper bounds of validation errors were subtracted. Other authors exercised
more caution here (e.g. Wunch et al. 2017), and this manuscript would benefit from
doing so as well.
The scope of the manuscript should be more clearly put in perspective with respect to
previous and ongoing efforts of OCO-2 and ACOS-GOSAT algorithm development and
product validation. For example, as mentioned below in my comments on the OCO-2
data version, Kiel et al. 2019 has to be cited, and it should be mentioned that O’Dell
et al. 2018 already presented some validation of OCO-2 v8. Also, some analyses
were only performed for OCO-2 – perhaps because similar analyses were done on
ACOS-GOSAT in other papers?
In several cases, I couldn’t match numbers given in the text to those in (referenced)
tables or other sections (see specific comments).
I’m optimistic that the authors are able to clear up these points and therefore rate the
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scientific quality as "Good".
SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATION The goals of the study are clearly laid out in the introduction, and abstract and conclusion sections contain adequate summaries of the
results. Still, several aspects of the presentation have to be improved. In some cases,
important details on methods are missing, and some parts of Sections 3 and 4 could
be structured much better (see comments below). I also agree with the other access
review that the general figure quality is not good (compressed, some labels crossed by
data or axes).
The above points are in principle not hard to fix. Therefore, I rate the scientific presentation as "Good".
MAJOR COMMENTS
OCO-2 DATA VERSION The evaluated OCO-2 retrieval version - v8 - was superseded by v9 in 2018 (the user guide is dated October 2018). OCO-2 XCO2 v9
was documented in Kiel et al., 2019 and in further documentation available at
https://doi.org/10.5067/W8QGIYNKS3JC. The authors do not mention this update or
take into account known biases of the v8 product that were corrected for in v9. Since
the main purpose of the manuscript is error characterization, the results related to
OCO-2 XCO2 may be of limited use due to the already-available update.
Here, I attempt to assess the relevance of the update for the conclusions of the
manuscript. According to Kiel et al. 2019, differences between v8 and v9 are on
the order of up to +/- 0.5 ppm on 2x2deg scale globally, but mostly below +/- 0.4 ppm,
and with a mean bias of 0.15 ppm (Kiel et al., 2019, Fig. 14). In the manuscript here,
systematic OCO-2 XCO2 v8 errors are reported to be on the order ∼0.6 ppm. This
is based on comparisons with independent datasets, with co-location criteria including
areas that are much larger than 2x2 degree, but where v9-v8 differences might in some
cases be coherent (Kiel et al. 2019, Fig. 14). Random errors might be affected by the
v9 update as well, since it corrects for an error correlated with terrain slopes, which
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can vary on smaller scales than those encompassed by the co-location criteria used
here. In addition, the OCO-2 bias correction term uses dP (difference between prior
and retrieved surface pressure), which is directly affected by the update to v9. Other
conclusions than that of systematic errors affected less or not at all, including temporal
error correlations, and of course everything related to ACOS-GOSAT v7.3. In summary,
the v9-v8 differences are probably mostly smaller than the v8 errors reported here, but
I wouldn’t rule out significant differences in certain areas. Of course, this assessment
is far from conclusive.
Further considerations about the data version are that some limited v8 validation (i.e.,
comparison to TCCON) was already presented in O’Dell et al., 2018, and v9 is already
being used in scientific studies (Zheng et al., 2019, Reuter et al., 2019).
In my access review, I suggested considering an update to OCO-2 v9. This would
extend the period for which (some of the) conclusions of this paper stay relevant. An
argument against such an update is that the validated ACOS-GOSAT product (v7.3)
largely corresponds to the OCO-2 v8 algorithm. For the sake of consistency, it makes
sense to validate these products together. The authors should comment on this suggestion. At the very least, the authors should reference OCO-2 v9 and add statements
to the manuscript about to what extent they expect the conclusions they obtained for
v8 to be valid/will change in v9.
ESTIMATES OF VALIDATION ERRORS (SECTION 3.4) As stated above, I have the
impression that several validation errors represent upper bounds, which is also stated
in l 355, or might even be overestimated in some cases, but this is not reflected in the
way ACOS-GOSAT/OCO-2 errors are reported in the abstract and conclusions. The
authors need to acknowledge that part of this subtracted error might be attributable to
the tested datasets. A concrete example that indicates that validation errors could be
overestimated in this study is in ll 474-476, where an OCO-2 error estimate is smaller
than the validation error. In the following, I comment on individual validation error
estimates as described in Sect. 3.4.
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Co-location error ll 359-361: Please add a paragraph or cross-references to paragraphs where the computation of biases, correlated and random co-location errors is
explained.
TCCON error The 0.4 ppm used here are the TCCON site-to-site bias variability. Conceptually this is OK, but attributing the full variability solely to the validation dataset is
optimistic because it assumes that the satellites don’t suffer from the same biases. I
doubt this because the satellite data are bias-corrected based on TCCON data. Wunch
2017 were more cautious and stated that differences within this error (0.4 ppm) _may_
be attributable to TCCON. The TCCON error should be treated in the same way here.
Averaging kernel error I don’t understand the description of the averaging kernel difference error in ll 369ff. Section 2.1.3 states that TCCON is compared to OCO-2 by
applying the averaging kernel of the latter to the retrieved profile of the former. This
already accounts for the different averaging kernels, to the extent possible. There is
a remaining smoothing error. The examples given in ll 369ff (0.58 ppm -> 0.5 ppm
and 0.82 ppm -> 0.72 ppm) show the error reduction achieved by using the correct
averaging kernel as opposed to ignoring averaging kernel differences. In the notation
of Rodgers and Connor 2003 (“RC03”), perhaps this describes the difference between
c_1-c_2 (RC03, Eq. 23) and c_1-c_{12} (RC03, Eq. 26)? This wouldn’t be exactly be
the smoothing error that remains after applying the averaging kernels as described in
Sect. 2.1.3, which is c_1-c_{12} (RC03, Eq. 26). Please clarify what the final estimate
of 0.1 ppm averaging kernel error represents, e.g. by referencing RC03 or using its
notation.
Aircraft profile sampling and extension to surface It is not clear to me how aircraft
profiles were extended to the surface. Explanations are scattered through several sections, and I don’t know which method was applied to which dataset/for which analyses
it was used: in ll 418ff, a profile extension using AirCore data is described, but this
only applies to one site (SGP). Section 2 states “the profile is extended to the surface
using the lowest observation” without further explanation. Section 3.1 briefly mentions:
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“The aircraft profile is extended with CarbonTracker2017” about LMT. Please bundle
the explanations on aircraft profile extension in one section or paragraph somewhere.
In cases where CarbonTracker is used to extend profiles to the surface, aircraft error
could be overestimated, because CarbonTracker, as a global model, likely can’t reproduce the variability of CO2 close to the surface at the scale of observations. This would
lead to an underestimation of satellite error. As stated above, this would need to be
accounted for in the manuscript.
SECTION 4.2 In Sect. 4.2, the authors state that they “cannot compare [LMT] versus
TCCON because TCCON is a total column measurement, so LMT is compared to
aircraft and remote surface site observations”. However, LMT is also a very different
product than surface data, sampling part of the column vs a point close to the surface.
This difference needs to be accounted for in some way in the manuscript. The authors
could add a paragraph on why differences between these sampling strategies do not
affect their results, or, more convincingly, could assess this assumption based on the
atmospheric CO2 models already used for similar purposes in the study.
SECTION 5.2.1 In this section, error correlations of XCO2 by OCO-2 are inferred by
assuming that the true XCO2 is constant over the latitude range in a remote ocean
area. I think the box used here could be too large for this assumption. It covers 30◦
latitude and latitudinal XCO2 variations could be affected by interhemispheric mixing of
the NH seasonal CO2 flux and synoptic variability. Aren’t usually longitudinal variations
in remote ocean locations used for this kind of analysis? I doubt that the assumption
of constant XCO2 on each day throughout the box holds to sub-ppm level. Worden et
al., 2017 used much smaller areas for a similar analysis. In my opinion, the authors
have to discuss the validity of their assumption of absent natural variability, and/or the
influence of violation on the results. This could be done similarly to my suggestion on
Sect. 4.2 above, i.e. by repeating the analysis with a sampled model. This doesn’t
have the resolution required to detect the correlation scale of 0.2 degrees latitude, but
could shed light on what happens at larger lags. In particular, I wonder why this method
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didn’t pick up the larger correlation length-scale of 5-10 degrees found in Sect. 5.2.2.
The authors should also provide uncertainties of the parameters estimated based on
the variograms in Fig. 9. Especially: Can the short correlation length scale of XCO2
(only twice the resolution of binned data) really be retrieved, or is the uncertainty too
high?
SECTION 5.3.1 (Simplistic calculations of flux estimate uncertainty) In Sect. 5.3.1,
the authors estimate flux biases that result from XCO2 biases with a simple mass
balance approach. While this is a plausible concept, it does not reflect how regional
and global flux estimation works, because it ignores atmospheric transport and that
models evaluate gradients, which the authors acknowledge implicitly, transport model
spin up, and spatial and temporal correlations that are typically imposed on fluxes
to regularize the solution. Consequently, the results contradict the results in 5.3.2,
where flux errors on similar spatial scales are estimated to be much larger based on
an inverse model. Therefore, the results in this section are not useful. On the contrary,
they suggest that XCO2 errors have less impact on flux estimation than they actually
have. Since the section is isolated from the rest of the manuscript, I suggest to remove
it. Also, I haven’t found the correspondence 1 ppm <=> 2.1 PgC in Baker et al. (2006)
in a quick search.
SECTION 5.3.2 Section 5.3.2 provides estimates for the impact of XCO2 biases. The
authors should include details on the inverse model setup, because this would be useful to evaluate the results. This includes which inverse model and transport model
were used, which XCO2 product was assimilated, and prior flux and XCO2 uncertainties. Why was the section based on the OCO-2 v7 bias correction term, while previous
sections characterized the v8 bias correction term? The authors cite similarity in magnitude and correlations to their XCO2 bias for the choice to assimilate the bias term,
but in Figures 9 and 10, the bias terms were scaled to match the XCO2 errors – was
this taken into account? According to ll 636-638, the mapping of flux biases to individual regions is meaningless. For this reason, Table 8 is misleading and only aggregate
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results like averages and ranges should be given. What’s the reference for the flux
magnitudes of 0.2 PgC/yr for land and 0.5 PgC/yr for ocean Transcom regions? A similar analysis of the LMT product could add value to the manuscript, since this could
strengthen the case for its usefulness in inverse modeling studies.
APPENDIX A I would like to see more details on how the variables for the bias terms
were selected. Were there other plausible choices? What about collinearity between
covariates? Did the authors estimate the impact of choosing different plausible sets of
covariates (if there were any) on the spatiotemporal distribution of the bias term? This
might have impacts on errors in retrieved fluxes.
LANGUAGE Please harmonize the use of present / past tense throughout the
manuscript (e.g. l 653 vs l 655)
STRUCTURE
Section 3 Section 3 is supposedly about methods, and specifically, “Section 3.1 describes the types and methodology used to estimate systematic and random errors” (ll
281f). However, both Sect. 3.1 and 3.2 contain results. These should be moved to
another section or the scope of Sect. 3 should be adjusted.
Section 3.4 needs to be restructured. First, a list with bullet points is given, then paragraphs with additional information follow for some bullet points. However, some bullet
points are already very long. All this could be fixed by using subsections instead of
bullet points.
Section 4 Section 4.2 has almost the same caption as Sect. 4. Section 4.1 is very
short and falls into the scope of Sect. 4.2.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
l 57: Add average land bias reduction in ppm
l 85: two -> three
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ll 94ff: The manuscript goals as outlined here mostly focus on OCO-2 XCO2 data. It is
unclear to me why some analyses were only performed for OCO-2 and not for ACOSGOSAT, which makes parts of the manuscript a bit patchy. If there are reasons behind
this choice, this would be a good spot to put them.
ll 109ff: Introduce labels of ATOM validation datasets (1S, 2N, Atlantic, Pacific)
l 112: Reference to Frankenberg et al., 2016 missing in bibliography
l 152: This explanation is confusing (e.g. the term “original observation”). State somewhere that one retrieval is simulated with the profile obtained by the other, perhaps use
equations.
ll 240f: You could mention that other authors compute observation errors differently.
E.g. Crowell et al. 2019 use, among other estimates, the maximum of 1) and 2) instead
of the sum. One might argue you are double-counting errors, though I acknowledge
there is no one correct way, since no uncertainty estimate is accurate.
ll 241-243: I don’t understand “The means of the observation uncertainty. . . were used
to represent biases”. I’m not familiar with the Liu average product, but isn’t the observation uncertainty reported in the OCO-2 lite files the posterior uncertainty of the
Bayesian retrieval, which represents random errors? I don’t see how this could be a
useful estimate for a bias.
l 291: The term “dynamic small” is only mentioned here. It sounds like two sets of
criteria were used for different datasets or comparisons. Please clarify which criterion
was used in which analysis, perhaps change “dynamic” to “dynamic small” / ”dynamic
large” throughout the manuscript.
l 315: “The co-location flags a large co-location error in mid-2015” - sentence unclear.
l 336: “feeds into” – please be specific here.
l 355: “These errors quantified result from” - ? (probably delete “quantified” or “These”
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-> “The”?)
l 363: 4 -> Four
l 372: look -> looking (also, better split this very long sentence)
l 394: Remove one sentence fragment.
l 395: The AirCore dataset is not introduced nor is a reference for it given. Please add
an introduction to the AirCore dataset in Sect. 2.
l 453: Please clarify what these numbers are. I think it should be those in Table B1, but
the numbers don’t match. Text: Manaus -1.6 ppm, Hefei -1.2 ppm. Table B1: Manaus
-1.2 ppm, Hefei: -0.8 ppm.
ll 457ff: Are these the “corrected systematic errors” from Tables 2, . . .? Please clarify.
I’m not sure because CarbonTracker doesn’t have 0.4 ppm (l 463) but 0.4-0.6 ppm errors according to Table 3. Also: given that uncertainties in the validation data sets are a
key point in this manuscript, model-data mismatch cannot be attributed unambiguously
to errors of the CarbonTracker model, which the wording here suggests.
l 465: Remove “larger”
ll 468, 476, 480, 724, maybe others: I suggest to refer to surface observations as
“flask” observations. This would make the connection to their introduction in Sect.
2.1.4 easier.
ll 478f: Reference for this low bias of aircraft measurements? To which aircraft dataset
does this refer, and does it make sense to assume it applies here as well?
l 506: Why does the Baker product (Fig. 8) have so much larger errors than “direct”
averages (Fig. 7) for small numbers of observations? Aren’t both datasets based
on the same XCO2 product? Specifically, what uncertainty estimate should I use if I
wanted to use data from an average product in a low throughput region for CO2 flux
estimations?
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ll 580ff (Section 5.2.2): Please provide a figure to illustrate the results of this section.
l 653: Averaged quantities -> averaged XCO2 products (?)
l 654: The 2.6 ppm were 2.5 ppm in Sect. 4.3 (?)
ll 657f: Does this statement refer to OCO-2?
ll 660f: The high errors in low-throughput data are a very important finding! Has this
been reported or hinted at before? If so, please include references.
Table 1: Please add to the caption that this table is about OCO-2 only. The footnote
could be moved to the caption.
Table 2: What’s “non-sequential averaging”?
Table 7 is not referenced in the text.
Figures 2-4: Move the maps into additional figures or give them panel names
Figure 9: Mention in the caption that this is for OCO-2. Please also check if this
information is missing in other figures.
Figure 9: Judging from the noise and other variograms presented here, the dip around
lag 2◦ -3.5◦ looks significant. Out of curiosity, do you have an idea what causes it?
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